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About This Game

Infestation: Survivor Stories is a Survival Horror MMO that immerses players in a zombie-infested, post-apocalyptic world in
which a viral outbreak has decimated the human population leaving in its wake, a nightmare of epic proportion.

A Huge Persistent World: This is an nonlinear open world game

Explore, Scavenge, Kill, Survive: You are one of the few survivors and must navigate the desolate countryside exploring
cities and scavenging for items

Group with other players to increase your chances of survival

Key Features

Combination of First-Person and Third Person Perspectives

Meld of PVE (Player versus Environment) and PVP (Player versus Player)

Safe Settlements where Players can access their global inventory
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Create your own Clans

Reputation system – Choose to become a lawman or bandit

Leave Messages for friends in the game world with a time capsule

Immersive environment with unique and spine chilling sound effects

Huge variation of melee and firearm weapon types
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Title: Infestation: Survivor Stories Classic
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
OP Productions LLC
Publisher:
OP Productions LLC

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista/Windows 7 (enhanced for 64-bit OS)

Processor:2.4 GHZ Quad Core or better

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:Nvidia GTX 460/ATI Radeon HD 5850

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:Windows Compatible Sound Card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English
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** Video Review Link Below **

UPDATE: I feel bad for giving this game a bad review and such a low score. I played it again, I did the tutorial to read
everything and make sure I was doing it all correctly in hopes that somehow or some way the 2nd time would be more fun and
engaging. .Sadly that didn't happen and my score of the game hasn't changed and as much as I want to like this game, it just isn't
"fun" to me.

I gotta be honest in my reviews, I'm just not the type to give it a thumbs up and say something witty like "The sexiest actress
told me NO to any amount of money 10\/10". That's the kind of lame review that I know lots of people love here, but that's not
honest, informative, or helpful to people genuinely trying to decide if this game is a wise purchase for them.

---------------------------------------------

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=br82NF1rIew&feature=youtu.be

---------------------------------------------

Don't let my negative review turn you off of this game if you like games that are 100% strategy and numbers games. As far as
numbers and strategy goes, this game very well could be great. My review and score below is MY opinion of the game and my
liklihood to play it again after my first 45 minute long first look.

The problem for me with this game is it really offered nothing to reward me or fault me based on my decisions and my choices.
I think I would have liked to hear actors talking in the background or see a newspaper spin onto the screen saying what movie
made the most money on its release, or how bad my movie did at the movies, or something.

Instead, it's just adjusting numbers and hiring actors with point and clicks but no sound effects, no screen dazzle, just leaves it
feeling kinda "blah" to me.

The background graphics are plenty well done, and honestly don't need to even be nearly as good as they are. I think that I was
just looking for something more in the sounds, updates, or voices, or SOMETHING to make me feel and see easier how I was
progressing rather then just requiring to me look at data on a chart on the screen.

I'm not asking for a lot. Just basic musical sounds or gongs or something would help a lot. And it just doesn't give you any kind
of musical or graphical rewards in any way, shape, or form. I guess just seeing the numbers about if your movies are making
money is supposed to be all that you need to keep playing, I dunno.

A big thumbs down for me, because I knew what kind of game I was buying, I knew it wasn't going to be a big graphics action
game. I love strategy games. But this game just didn't inspire me in any way, shape or form to keep playing.

My score is a 15 out of 100.

PS - For those of you looking for a game similar to "The Movies" from back around 2006 or so, this game is nothing like that
and will likely leave you very disappointed.. Really really like this. Perfect for playing norse pagans.. hey thats pretty good.
MAKE ME A PIZZA!. I bought this tool for testing my shaders easier and I got what I expected.. Normally I would write a
negative review because once
again there is a stat-system integrated into this book.
I loathe these things and quite a few times they ruined
my reading-experience.
Doesn't happen anymore though because I started
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editing my save-files and set everything to the max.
However the worldbuilding the author does is just so
good.
Occult-Magic, steampunk-science, space-travel and all
kinds of cool stuff got integrated into one big picture
without colliding with each other, which is in my
opinion no small feat.
So I'm going to simply recommend this game before I
change my mind and start writing about how utter
garbage these skill-systems are.

Edit: the ending was pretty abrupt and not really that
good but the way to get there was nice.. You guys would be better off just getting the free mobile version rather than this one.

I recently encountered a bug that completely ruined my game by filling my pack with hats whenever I restart my game, causing
there to be no space ever.
13 was the peak player amount in the last month, I've sent at least 5 tickets to the official support for this game in the last 2
weeks, and I haven't been responded to at all by the horrible company. You can tell when a game is flushed out when the
singular person checking the tickets can't monitor 13 people playing the game, and just the game having 13 players in general.
Steam has completely denied any refund request I've sent despite me having to deal with something that isn't even remotely
either mine or valve's fault, and upon further research it seems that this game has completely gone out of development,
Kongregate has abandoned this game, which could have had eight times the potential that the games they are funding now
currently has. This could have been a fun game if it wasn't being developed under someone's basement out of some circuit-
board kit 22cans found in their parents retirement home. And thinking back on it now, the games Kongregate has funded are
horrible compared to the possible potential of this game.

In short: No you shouldn't get this game because it's free on mobile, a lot less buggy on there, actual support, a forum of it's
own, a discord server of it's own, microtransactions and watchable adds that you can literally skip and still get rewards for
watching despite not even giving the company money. No matter how you cry to Steam about something that isn't your fault at
all, they will still let you know that just because you didn't get your full satisfaction of a game you couldn't even complete
because of the buggy-ness of the developers programming skills they learned on scratch.io or something stupid like that, and on
top of that you have over 2 hours so hooray you can't get your money back from a potential scam that is literally the same on
mobile except it's better in all ways, including the stuff I listed above. On top of that it is potentially a better game on Mobile
and it's free on there too! And easier! And more fun as well! But horrible samsung tablets can't run things that take less than a
gigabyte somehow like this. Also revising this again, I realized that wasn't as short as I wanted to be and how short I said it
would be.

In short for real: No don't get it, you will never finish it because of bugs and it is NOT worth your 15 dollars you probably
wasted before reading this review.. i love the style and graphics. the animations give the game such character.
i made it to lvl 8 before i said enough,
need more powerups and invulnerability and mass destruction crates and, and... MORE COWBELL!!!!
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Simplistic game...which is what I was looking for. Just looking for basic board, casino, & card games. Bought the combo Mega
Pack for about $20, which included the Casino 'Mega' pack, the Card games 'Mega' Pack, the Puzzles & Board Games pack and
an additional Mahjong Ultimate. Many titles are repetitive. The Mahjong is included in the Puzzles combo. Several card games
are duplicated across the Casino and the Card Games Pack.

Overall, I'm unimpressed and frustrated with it. I've logged 15 hrs on it, and will still probably play it more. I've tried about 50%
of the titles included. It's a functional time-waster\/procrastination tool. Visually, it looks good enough, and is not overly
animated which would only slow down game play. It does allow you to save a few profiles which hold your visual settings per
profile, and your winnings\/losses in the Casino games.

However, my gripes however, are as follows:
1. No Game Play options in any titles, beyond very basic visual background options and sound volumes. There are 0 rule
options, and therefore no variation available in game play. Ie. Solitaire is only the 1 variation. Dominoes is not a version which
allows scoring points. etc.
2. Game difficulty logic is very simple, not adjustable, and for the most part not challenging at all. I've never lost at
Backgammon once, can't lose at Mancala now that I've figured out the pattern of opponent moves, etc...yet, get crushed in Chess
continually because I'm terrible. Honestly, I'm no good at any of them and I shouldn't be able to go undefeated against the
computer.
3. Mancala has bug that freezes it. There is literally no support anywhere to be found.
4. No statistics of any sort, even just win\/loss %s are not kept. That's exclusive of Casino which of course is based on a starting
wage. I've haven't lost all my money yet, but it sounds like from the forums that there is no way to go completely broke and lose.

So, dissatisfied. I dropped a few dollars thinking it would be better and more versatile than just Standard Microsoft titles of the
same. But it did not include even as many options as those OS embedded games. There were surprisingly few Steam choices in
this genre. I suppose I'm the only one that wants to play such mindless games.

If I had it to do over, I'd have just bought the Casino Package for $5 or so and looked elsewhere for cards and board game titles.
The Casino games I've played have been satisfactory, including Craps and Roulette.

Hope this helps someone.
Btw, I'm running W10
. A great idea for DLC but really I expected more, these are way off how they are played by the band which dissapointed me. It
dissapointed me most because I've learned all of these songs already, and exactly as the band played them. Honestly after getting
this I'm sad to say I will never purchase Rocksmith related games and\/or DLC. I really can't express my dissapointment in
whoever in the Rocksmith team tabbed these songs. So a little bit of a warning to anyone who thinks of purchasing these, they
arent tabbed as they are actually played, so if you are using this to learn the songs I say you would be better off trying by ear or
just finding good guitar pro tabs. I rate it a 10\/10 for the song choice but a 1\/10 for execution due to bad tabs. Seriously if you
guys make another BFMV song pack hit me up for tabs to use for the game, I guarentee they will be closer to 100% accurate
than the person who tabbed these.. The best route in the UK. Comes with the much hated Class 143 Pacer and the much loved
HST.
The track goes all the way to Kingswear but unfortunately the scenery ends at Goodrington (just south of Paignton).. Definitly
looking forward to more content, very unique gameplay aspects and ideas, and really just a fun game to sit down and play. No
where near the effort it takes like a stardew valley, but definitly a challenge to get the dope done.. A good relaxing puzzle game.
The entire goal is to wrap the object with a limited amount of rope. The rope will 'paint' the area around it, and you need to
cover as much of the object with paint you can. Music is calm and lovely as you work to wrap various wooden objects : people,
animals, objects, etc.

Lots of levels and very relaxing for five bucks.. Enjoyable. Not quite as good as the trilogy it comes from but defintly a
enjoyable VN.. Hesitation is defeat.. I like the amount of choices in this game. Pretty cool and different story. I also like the
music.. This game is fun. Colorful, nice music, and interesting levels.

Kind of a Race the Sun meets Super Hexagon.. I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and didn't find any
issues. I had some fun with this game. However, a couple of things kept this from being a truly enjoyable experience. First of
all, the UI could be a lot better. The tutorial also needs a lot of work. I was confused on how to cut wood the way it wanted me
to to get maximum points (don't cut against the grain). Not sure how anyone can realistically get the points demanded on the
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tutorial. No tips or anything along the way, just trial and error. You're probably better off not doing the tutorial unless you want
frustration.

I only played 30 minutes because my arm was hurting me. Yeah, you will get tired quickly. Given the low price, I do
recommend this game. It's quite the challenge, not just with quick reaction time required but with the physical exertion
involved.

Rate 5\/10, would rate possibly higher with added content, improved gameplay
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